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SHOUT OUT!
To all the developers who make these games possible and their
immense talents! Please visit their page to check out their other
games and support them to provide you with more games in the
future!

3DIDDLY GAMES
https://www.patreon.com/3Diddly
STRATEGY
This guide will do its utmost to make sure your journey through the
game as painless as possible. I aim to give you the best decisions for
each variable and let you make your own wherever possible.
Warning! – This game has adult content, please make
sure you are of legal age in your country.

Stat Points
[Sugar+/-] Points for being a gentleman.
[Love+/-] Points gained/lost as a result of Sugar points accumulated; tracked in game.
[Event Trigger] Triggers that affect dialogues, scenes and choices.
Note: Paths are explained in game; [Sugar] points reset at Checkpoints. (so far paths
only affect dialogue, I don’t see this changing, but you never know.
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Intro
Note: The “Path” you choose for each girl will affect their story for the entire game.
April
1. Choose One:

A) Since I’m paying, I’ll order for…
B) What kind of drink would you…

[Sugar-1] [IntBeerPickApril]
[Sugar+1]

2. Choose One

A) Guidance Path.
B) Corruption Path.

[AprilPath1]
[AprilPath2]

3. Choose One

A) Do you always jerk men off on…
B) You don’t seem shy at all.

[Sugar-1] [IntAprilInsult]
[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [April]: If [Sugar] >1 [Love+1] else [Love-1].
Brianne
4. Choose One

A) I don’t think you should do…
[Sugar+2]
B) Well… don’t expect that men will… [Sugar-1] [IntBriInsult]

5. Choose One

A) You must have great …
B) It’s a good idea to keep a secret.

[Sugar-1] [IntBriBfGuild]
[Sugar+1]

6. Choose One

A) Guidance Path.
B) Corruption Path.

[BriPath1]
[BriPath2]

•Checkpoint [Brianne]: If [Sugar] >1 [Love+1] else [Love-1].
Lee
7. Choose One

A) It’s supposed to be a win-win…
B) Like you, I’m also looking for…

[Sugar-1] [IntLeeInsult]
[Sugar+1]

8. Choose One

A) This is a pretty tough situation to… [Sugar+1]
B) You can just let him go bankrupt… [Sugar-1] [IntLeeGreedy]

9. Choose One

A) Guidance Path.
B) Corruption Path.

[LeePath1]
[LeePath2]

•Checkpoint [Lee]: If [Sugar] >1 [Love+1] else [Love-1].
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Version 2
Note: You will have a date you can select with all the girls, I will go in order from left to right.
Check gallery photos and stats to see what you have unlocked, then click on Date. The way
this is set up is Random, so you just have to keep clicking on each girl and you will get
different scenes before you finally get date dialogue, once you get choices go to the label for
the girl. It will make sense in game. (Some of the random scenes will affect random stats, but
they cannot be accounted for in this guide, however they do not affect your Sugar/Love
points.) (Also, you can accept random pictures from the girls at this point).
April Date #1
1. Why is that weird.

[Sugar+1]

2. You must have had your heart broken.

[Sugar+1]

3. Just keep doing what you’re doing baby girl.

[Sugar+2]

•Checkpoint [April], [Love+1].

[AprilTier1] [AprilFamilar+1]

April Choices
4. Choose One:

A) Yeah, this girl is off limits.
Note: If [Love] <4 this choice we succeed.
B) No, she’s not off limits.
[AprilShare]

April Date #2
Note: Depending on you path choices will differ, I will list both when they differ; they all lead to
the same points total.
5. Do you want to get a contract?

[Sugar+2]

6. Are you on the pill?

[Sugar+2]

•Checkpoint [April], [Love+1].

[AprilTier2] [AprilFamilar+1]

Brianne Date #1
7. I’ll keep that in mind.

[Sugar+1]

8. Everybody needs to have a cheat day.

[Sugar+1]

9. I respect you, Brianne, but you should loosen up a little. [Sugar+1]
•Checkpoint [Brianne], [Love+1].

[BianneTier1] [BrianneFamilar+1]
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Brianne Date #2
10. Let’s see if the show lives up to its predecessor.

[Sugar+1]

11. Let’s sit here a bit and leave when other people have…

[Sugar+1]

12. Let Brianne do her thing.

[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [Brianne], [Love+1].

[BianneTier2] [BrianneFamilar+1]

Lee Date #1
13. At least you have some things to talk about with your…

[Sugar+1]

14. Why don’t I keep you company tonight?

[Sugar+1]

15. Move away.

[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [Lee], [Love+1].

[LeeTier1] [LeeFamilar+1]

Lee Date #2
16. I’m glad you came over today.

[Sugar+2]

17. You really want me to stop?

[Sugar+2]

•Checkpoint [Lee], [Love+1].

[LeeTier2] [LeeFamilar+1]
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Version 3
Note: Depending on the path you chose for each girl you may get one of the 2 dates for Date #3.
April Date #3a
1. Let April win.

[Sugar+1]

2. I’m glad you came.

[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [April], [Love+1].

[AprilTier3] [AprilFamilar+1]

April Date #3b
3. Let April win.

[Sugar+1]

4. It’s alright. You’re lean enough to eat whatever…

[Sugar+1]

5. I’m glad you came.

[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [April], [Love+1].

[AprilTier3] [AprilFamilar+1]

Brianne Date #3a
6. I’m glad I’m showing you some new things.

[Sugar+1]

7. Can I have a kiss.

[Sugar+1]

8. I want to make love to you.

[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [Brianne], [Love+1].

[BianneTier3] [BrianneFamilar+1]

Brianne Date #3b
9. I’m glad to show you some new things.

[Sugar+1]

10. Can I have a kiss?

[Sugar+1]

11. I want to make love to you.

[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [Brianne], [Love+1].

[BianneTier3] [BrianneFamilar+1]
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Note: Lee only has one version of date 3.
Lee Date #3
12. I can’t wait to see you in a bathing suit.

[Sugar+1]

13. I’m getting uncomfortable, I’m going to take of some…

[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [Lee], [Love+1].

[LeeTier3] [LeeFamilar+1]
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Version 4
Note: Depending on the path you chose for each girl you may get one of the 2 dates for Date #3.
April Date #4a
1. Let April live with Victor (MC)

[Sugar+3] [AprilLiveIn]

2. Start pumping slowly.

[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [April], [Love+1].

[AprilTier4] [AprilFamilar+1]

April Date #4b
3. Let April live with Victor (MC)

[Sugar+3] [AprilLiveIn]

4. Soft Approach

[Sugar+1]

.

•Checkpoint [April], [Love+1].

[AprilTier4] [AprilFamilar+1]

Brianne Date #4b
5. He needs to work to make money.

[Sugar+1]

6. It’s a different style.

[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [Brianne], [Love+1].

[BianneTier3] [BrianneFamilar+1]

Brianne Date #4b
7. He needs to work to make money.

[Sugar+1]

8. Who said you look slutty?

[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [Brianne], [Love+1].

[BianneTier3] [BrianneFamilar+1]

Note: Lee only has one version of date #3.
Lee Date #4a
14. You look beautiful in the choker.

[Sugar+1]

15. I’m going to enjoy you mouth.

[Sugar+1]

•Checkpoint [Lee], [Love+1].

[LeeTier4] [LeeFamilar+1]
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